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Staff Spotlight: Plama_chan
Q: Why do you play The Sims, and what are your
favourite parts?
A: Well, I have always liked designing stuff. I
drew clothing models a lot when I was little,
then I started drawing picture stories. I drew
a lot of rooms and houses for the characters
in my stories. The Sims. I think I like it so much
because it combines these two things, and it
also gives you a lot of freedom. You can create any sim you want and any house or room
you want. The possibilities are endless.
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Q: Where do you go for inspiration for a build?
A: LivingSims, of course! There is nothing
more inspirational than working for the magazine. Though, I do use sites like Tumblr and
Pinterest a lot as well.

Bio:
Staff role: Writing, photography and
this-and-that
Country: Bulgaria
Age: 27
Dayjob: Front desk agent and translator
(English and Japanese)
Playing: Sims 2, when the computer is
working
for Sims 2, there are so, so many. I like using
colors. Though, if I had to choose a color I also
go back to - maybe something with wooden
texture and also bricks. I love incorporating
bricks into my builds

Q: What’s your favourite type of article to work Q: Where can people find you online?
on?
A: plaama.tumblr.com
A: The tips, though sometimes they are hard
to write. And I love writing stories about sims it is fun imagining stuff about them.
Q: Is there a color or an object that you
find yourself using way too much?
A: Oh, I have a lot of things like
that. I can’t remember such
an object for Sims 1, but
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Beyond the Box

Article by Wintertime
Photographs by cassiopeia, eronoel,
lilliesinbloom, nuclearwaffles, riekus13 &
Zingaro
Sometimes it’s so hard to make a house look
interesting. From a tiny little townhouse
with no garden space to a luxurious, modern family home with space to spare, who
says design has to stop when you reach the
roof? Surely, there is a way the roof can contribute to the overall design. After all, what’s
the point in having a lovely home with a roof
that just lets it down?
Our community worked hard in this challenge, and they all showed us something different. From interesting shapes and unique
colours to ingenious ways to utilize that
extra space in some way, there is plenty for
us all to learn when it comes to roofing.

liliesinbloom
Liliesinbloom made use of every inch of her
home, creating this beautifully relaxing Mediterranean-style area on the top of her house.
Surrounded by heaps of potted plants and
enjoying fantastic views, this small area provides a lot of details and an interesting way
of making the most of the roof. Who would
have thought of putting a small dining area
on the top of a house?
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Have you ever wondered
how some houses get such
interesting shapes? Even the
roofs look as interesting as the
house itself. There are so many
options: diagonal roofs, square
roofs, flat roofs and more.
What more to do but ask the
Sims community to show us
their skills at roof building? We
provided them with a range of
house styles to pick from, and
they showed us their amazing
roof-designing talent.

Eronoel
Who could walk past this adorable house and
not stop to admire everything about it? The
high pitched roof suits the style of the house,
and the two dormers give it that extra pop.
Adding these creative touches makes it stand
out, stopping it from being just another plain
boring roof.

Nuclearwaffles
There is so much to admire about this little
house. Nuclearwaffles took a small house and
really made it into a home with its raised roof
and low windows. This roof is built at a mild
slope allowing all that pesky rain to drain right
off without causing any moisture problems.
The use of such lovely wildflowers and foliage adds that extra, homey touch.
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Zingaro

cassiopeia

Split level roofs aren’t a common sight, so
this house certainly makes an impression.
Another interesting thing to note is that the
higher level roof overhangs at both sides of
the house, whilst the lower roof connects to
the balcony.

This house just screams “modern.” The use of
pillars and half walls make it stand out, and
nobody could look at it and call this a typical
roof. This is well-made and carefully thoughtout with the use of foliage adding that extra
wow factor.

Riekus13’s house stands out for two reasons.
That high pitched, sloping roof catches your
eye straightaway; and, as you round the corner, you immediately see the reason - the
greenhouse. The use of the greenhouse-style
wall and half roof give this house a real sense
of character.
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riekus13

Ask Dina

askdina@livingsims.net

I’m in the middle of a huge home renovation
and have figured out what to do with every
single space in my house. Well, almost. The
thing is, I have no idea how to organize my
laundry room. I would love to make the best
use possible of the small space available in my
house instead of creating a larger room, since
I don’t want anything that will involve tearing
down and relocating walls. My goal is to create
a fully functional space that would still have a
classy and sophisticated look. Can you, please,
help me with this challenge?
Sincerely,
Looking For Options

Article & photographs by LadySpider
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Dear Dina,

Congratulations on your big renovation project! A laundry room can be truly considered
one of the most inconspicuous places in the
house, hidden from anyone else’s eyes, but
not from yours.
In a place like this function comes first,
which is only natural, but - still - a laundry
room doesn’t have to sacrifice style for function. There are so many options out there
that can help you get a custom look that’s
all your own. Have as many cabinets as you
can afford. You can never have enough cabinet space to store all the useful stuff: liquids
and detergents, kits for minor sewing repairs,
stain removal, shoe care and whatnot. You will
definitely love having enough counter space
for the tasks of sorting, folding, repairing and
ironing. A laundry room that has plenty of
storage options will keep you well-organized.
Style is another matter. Paint the shiplap
walls a favourite colour and leave one for
staining - this will be the accent wall. Add an
accent piece: artwork, a statement or a clock.
Use accessories, both functional and stylish.
Wicker baskets will do great - larger for sorting laundry and smaller for small things that
may come in handy any time. Wire containers
will add both a rustic and industrial touch to
the space, as well as a chalkboard to keep all
the tasks in mind. Bamboo, or linen roman
blinds are also a nice touch. You can use barnstyle doors both as a customized way to close
off the laundry room, and create more space.
A side note: Stylish doesn’t necessarily
mean expensive, salvage shops are great
places to look for custom pieces to add character to your space.
Sincerely,

Dina
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Dear Looking For Options,
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Ask
HandyAndy

Article by Plama_chan
Photographs by mrmiss and soliva
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Handy Andy is here to help with all
your remodeling questions. In this
issue, Andy takes on the problem
of a tiny bathroom and helps
homeowners who need a kitchen
grandma will love
to bake in. Read on
to find out how our
intrepid handyman
solves their renovation
woes.

Dear Andy,

Before
Dear Bathroom Impossibles,
Yeah, I see what you mean. Small spaces are
generally more difficult to work with, and
bathrooms are especially tough. An easy and
simple solution for any case like this is to go
with white. Paint the walls AND the ceiling for
maximum effect.
For a little contrast, you might go with different materials on the walls. As long as the
main color is white, you will be happy with
the results.
You want a shower? Go with a stand-up one.
Want a tub? Choose a white one. Some of the
more modern designs look smaller than they
actually are. You might be surprised.

For storage purposes, I suggest you go with
some open shelving. Glass shelves could also
do the trick. As long as they are see-through,
you could still use them without feeling so
cramped.
In the event that you don’t want to go with
a full renovation and decide to keep the old
tiles, you can try cleaning them with a mix of
baking soda and vinegar. Believe me – this
mix can work wonders without any harsh
chemicals.
Best of luck!
Andy
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We love our apartment. Everything about it is great apart from the
awfully small bathroom. The tiles are old; and, no matter how much
we try to clean them, they just feel dirty. Also, because of the placement of the bathroom, there are no windows. This naturally makes
it feel even smaller and darker than it actually is.
We tried to do some renovations, but no matter what we do it just
becomes more and more cramped.
Please, help us!
The Bathroom Impossibles

Dear Andy,

Dear Kitchen Experts,

Recently it was decided that our grandparents
will be moving in with us. We have this old
shed on the back of our property which we
used to rent out to business tenants. Now we
have started to renovate it for MeMa and Pops
to live in. This way we will be able to keep
an eye on them and help out when needed,
but they will still have a separate space for
themselves.
The problem is that we just can’t figure out
what to do with the kitchen. Our MeMa loves
to cook, so she needs a lot of counter space to
make favorite dishes like her famous oatmeal
spice cookies. (They’re to die for!)
Unfortunately, there is not enough room
to put an island in the middle. Their movein date is approaching, and we have run out
of ideas.
We definitely need some help!
The Kitchen Experts

Divide and conquer! Put the kitchen counters on one side, and the kitchen table on
the opposite. This way, even if you cover the
whole wall with kitchen cabinets, Mema will
still have enough space to both cook and
move around.
Also, if you put an equal amount of counter space between all the kitchen appliances
there will always be a spot where she could
just leave her ingredients or tools and take a
little rest.
As far as color, I would suggest a clean
color like white paired something a little
retro. Maybe a combination between red tiles
and warm cedar wood? This way the kitchen
will feel both homey and bright so that your
grandparents will absolutely love their new
space.
Yours truly,
Andy.
P.S. When they do like it, I would appreciate
some of those famous cookies of MeMa’s. Just
don’t tell Tessa!

Before
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Before
Tip

Tessa has been after me to do something with
the front yard again. She claims to have spotted Mowgli and Baloo wandering around in
the tall grass. I think she’s over-exaggerating,
but what do I know?
What to do with all this overgrown mess
then? Sometimes simple makes perfect. Just
a few easy tricks can do wonders for even the
worst case scenario especially when it comes

to front yards. I like to keep the main focus on
the house itself. What is in front of it should
only complement it.
I went with a change of color and some
needed trimming. You can already see some
significant improvement.
Low maintenance is key around our house,
so I chose a mix of wild flowers and a bunch
of seasonal bushes that will need trimming
only once a year.

That did the trick with a minimum amount
of fuss, and Tessa is delighted with the outcome. And I’m now off the hook for a while
when it comes to yard work. Phew!

Color Theory Revised
Color is a powerful tool. In order to use it to
their advantage, every designer must have an
understanding of it. Through the ages, the
general use of color in art and interior design
has followed many rules which nowadays are
collectively known as color theory.
In earlier issues of Living Sims, we have
mentioned the most basic parts and rules
of the color theory, such as the color wheel,
which shows the relationship between colors.
Now, a few years later, we have decided to
check what you remember by revisiting a few
of the color schemes and expanding on the
topic a little bit with the help of our lovely
community.

Article by Plama_chan
Photographs by anekosims, BlueHopper, dreamteamsims, Elle,
kimjimbob, meganfranc, Minena, miral, moxxa, riekus13, Shiver,
SweetCaffeine, Zingaro, Ziva, colombina-sims
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The most basic rule of color theory is that, no
matter the colors you use, you should always
try to achieve a certain degree of harmony
between them. The easiest way to do that
is to come up with a specific scheme before
you start. Here are some of the most common schemes.

Monochromatic

Analogous

In theory, this is the most basic and simple
scheme. It is created by the use of mostly
neutral colors, such as black and white, with
the addition of just one of the primary or secondary colors. This one shade or drop of color
should usually be at the center of the design
and create a focus point. Since it is a fairly simple scheme, it is typically used in many of the
more minimalist design styles.

This scheme mainly focuses on a combination
of three (or more) colors that stand next to
each other on the color wheel, and thus are
very similar in their feel. An example would
be the use of red, red-orange and red-violet.
This scheme can be used to create an effect
where the different colors blend almost seamlessly into each other thus becoming much
more attractive visually.

This design is also known as the scheme of
opposite colors. It is called this since the complementary color scheme uses two pairs of
colors that, when combined, cancel each
other out. In other words, when you combine
them, they should produce either black, white
or some shade of gray.
The use of complementary colors creates
contrast which is familiar to many of the more
modern design styles. Some of the more
commonly used pairs are red/cyan, green/
magenta and blue/yellow.
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Split-Complementary

The simplest way to describe this scheme
is a combination between the complementary and analogous schemes. Basically, you
choose two colors on opposite sides of the
color wheel, and then add to that two of the
colors that stand on either side of them. This
scheme is generally considered softer than
the other two since, in some cases, the complementary and analogous can be too harsh
on the eye.
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Complementary
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Triadic
Triadic is the use of three colors that stand
equal distances from each other on the color
wheel. The name comes from the fact that the
easiest way to find these colors is by putting a
equilateral triangle in the middle of the wheel.
Triadic schemes are more vibrant than the
others and deliver a high level of visual contrast without losing the harmony between the
different colors.

Tetradic

We can think of tetradic as the use of two sets
of complementary colors, four colors in total.
It is probably the hardest design to achieve
because one of the colors must dominate the
others without completely overwhelming it.
Equal amounts of all four colors can be very
hard on the eyes and look very awkward in
general. The use of shades of the same colors
is also allowed for a softer effect.
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Natural

Neutral

As the name suggest, this scheme makes use
of “natural colors,” or those taken directly from
nature. Wood and stone are the primary focus
of this contrast.
Since these are not really classified as
colors, per se, this scheme is somewhat of an
exception in color theory. Still, we decided
to include it since it is a quite popular theme,
especially in the Scandinavian and the minimalist styles.

Not to be confused with the natural or monochromatic schemes, a neutral design is based
on the use of the so-called neutral colors of
color theory such as brown, black, gray and
white. These colors do not truly belong in the
color wheel since they are created by mixing the other colors and therefore cannot be
viewed as either primary or secondary colors.

More on color theory
Read more in about previous articles on
color theory. In these articles we explore
the color circle and the theory behind
the use of colors. Find the articles here:
• Issue 4
• Issue 6

Photographs by viikiita, WhiteDot, BlueHopper,
Zingaro, Allears, semblances & IamSherlocked
Writing by Plama_chan

↑ ALLEARS
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↑ VIIKIITA

In recent years, the industrial design style has really taken off. It has
become one of the best loved styles out there. And while the main
focus of attention usually falls on the more rough materials such as
old wood and metal, no one says you have to be bound by them. In
fact, as surprising as it may sound, some of the stronger colors go
really well with it. A bright red fridge, for example, may feel out of
place in any other type of kitchen; but, as viikiita has shown us, it can
be right at home in an industrial one.

↓ ZINGARO
Sometimes, to truly make a statement the
only thing you need are just a few smartly
placed art pieces. Dressing the walls of your
home can be fun, giving you a way to experiment with your ideas. By combining different
colors, sizes and shapes, you can not only create something unique, but also give a focus
point to any room that will keep your guests
entertained every time they come for a visit.
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We have talked about mirrors and their purposes many, many times. And knowing how
useful they can be we, will probably mention
them again in the future. No one can argue
that a smartly placed mirror will work wonders
in a poorly lit room, or in any type of smaller
space in general. They are also a handy tool
for creating optical illusions. Mirrors are just
that great.
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↓ BLUEHOPPER
There is something really relaxing about bathrooms. They are one of the places where we
spend quite a majority of time; and, arguably,
the room where we probably feel the most at
home. When you look at it like this, it is not surprising that some people will do anything to
have a stylish, one-of- a-kind bathroom. Marble is the perfect material for such purposes.
Combine it with some bamboo plants, and
there you have it - a true Zen experience.

↑ WHITEDOT
Entryways are the part of a home that almost
never get any attention design-wise. Yet, ironically, it is the first thing a guest will see when
entering a home. And we all know that first
impressions are important. So, what to do
with your entryway? Well, why not try to make
a statement? Use a bold, strong color that you
haven’t used anywhere else. If there is a natural light source, combine it with some flowers.
If light is scarce, try an intricate mirror or some
lighting. This way you are more than sure to
make your mark.
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↓ ALLEARS

Ah, books! Only a bookworm can understand
the pure bliss of standing in front of a fully
stacked bookcase or a whole wall lined with
books. Or even a whole house. Why not a
library? Anyway, the point is that books are
awesome. And even though they are quite different from a sculpture or a painting, they are
still a form of art. Come to think of it, are they
really all that different? Maybe it is just a matter of how you display them in your bookcase.

During the hot summer season, there is nothing like having an outdoor space where you
can actually enjoy the sunny days. The problem with spaces like balconies and terraces is
that they are hard to design. Adding any type
of strong color may easily be too much since
there is nothing more vibrant than Mother
Nature herself. An easy way to accommodate
this is to choose furniture made from natural materials such as wood or stone. Both are
comfortable and are also more likely to withstand the weather conditions.

↑ SEMBLANCES
When we talk about a way to brighten up a
room, we often advise use of different “pops”
of colors in various situations. The funny
thing is though, when you have a room that
is already full of color, the thing you might
actually need is to go back to the basics. In
other words, going monochrome can sometimes achieve a similar effect. Some black and
white art is a good place to start. Furthermore,
the addition of these neutral colors will also
bring a balance to the overall feel of the room.
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↑ SEMBLANCES

We did mention a few tips back that people love their bathrooms,
right? Maybe that is also one of the reasons why, in recent years, it
is more and more common to have a bath in the bedroom. A fancy
bathtub and even a modern stand up shower are not only part of the
design, but, in many cases, are also a main focus in modern master
bedrooms. As strange as it may sound, we have to agree that there
is something truly innovative about the idea of combining the two
spaces. If done right, the results can be stunning.

↑ WHITEDOT
Most old homes have them - those big wooden boxes made to hide
the radiators and heating pipes that usually lurk under windows. True,
you can easily just remove them and throw them away. But why do
that when renovating them is cheaper? With a few simple repairs,
you can find a new use for them. Turn them into a window bench,
or, even better, a desk for your office. You’ll have a unique conversation piece in your home, plus you’ll keep the old charm of the home.
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↓ IAMSHERLOCKED

Before

Maxis
Makeover
Cozy Co-Op

How would you turn a plain box
into a true beauty? The Clarks
know how. They manage to turn a
disaster of a house into a home for
their family and found a little time
to share their small house huge
renovation experience with us.
Article & photographs by LadySpider

To-Do List:
Exterior:

1. Roof makeover.
2. All new windows.
3. Install siding/shiplap and add
texture to the front porch by
adding brick.
4. Landscape.

Interior:

1. Turn one bedroom into two
and find extra space for a bigger bathroom.
2. Create an open space for the living/dining/kitchen area.
3. All new flooring.
4. Expose/install wood paneling
and paint interior a light color.
5. All new light fixtures.
53 • Maxis Makeover

When James and Sonya first saw the house it
was a disaster - well, almost - and in need of
a major makeover. Plain on the outside and
pretty odd inside, it didn’t meet their expectations, and that’s to say the least. “When I first
saw the Cozy Co-Op, all I could think of was a
big question mark. How will we ever manage
to fix this? This place needed a miracle or two”,
Sonya says. “First of all, it looked ugly”, James is
more straight forward. “It lacked landscaping,
the roof looked weird, it lacked windows - it
was too dark inside, and needed a nice coat
of paint and more texture”. An additional bedroom was another issue. Cozy Co-Op was a
one-bedroom, one-bathroom house, and the
Clarks needed at least two bedrooms - one
master, and a guest bedroom for their grownup daughter to stay while visiting them.
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Before
“I love ivy that’s why I planted some, along
with rose bushes. They remind me of traditional English cottages and create a perfect
frame for our little house”, Sonya says. Dark
shiplap, contrasting whitewashed window
frames, brick columns and all new appropriate-for-the-style landscaping made a dramatic
change to a pretty plain place.
The main change to be made inside was the
floor plan itself, which meant relocating existing walls to create a bigger bathroom, and
constructing extra walls to create an additional bedroom. “Other updates to the interior
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The exterior of the house was in great shape,
but didn’t have that much character. That’s
why the Clarks decided to add more windows,
install dark-grey siding and lay brick to make
the front porch “pop”. Moreover, they installed
brick columns to support a newly constructed
roof, and also add a nice touch to the exterior.
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were mostly cosmetic”, tells James. “Sonya
wanted a classy look with wood paneling and
hardwood floors, and custom terracotta tiles
for the kitchen. To create a less formal look we
installed industrial-looking brick columns, just
like the ones we used for the exterior”.
Formal, and yet eclectic - that’s how the Cozy
Co-Op looks now. Sonya managed to create an eclectic space - which is yet not too

eclectic - by mixing antique and brand new
pieces with modern and shabby ones, adding
an industrial touch here and there and avoiding too much color.

It’s time to get eclectic! What is
eclectic? It’s where we match
old with new, luxe with humble,
showy with quiet - you get
the idea. The trick is finding
a balance between the mix
of design elements and not
just throwing random bits of
everything in a room.
Article by macthekat
Photographs by WhiteDot, saywhat,
Green‑Girl, SweetCaffeine & charmzie
The eclectic style is a mix of elements from
different styles and time periods, mixed
and matched into a coherent new style that
expresses the personality and history of the
people living in the space. The trick is to find
common ground between the elements you
are putting together. That common ground
can be theme, color, materials, shapes or just a
certain something that speaks to the designer.
In this article, we showcase some community
examples of eclectic rooms that just work,
along with some tips along the way.

saywhat

WhiteDot
In this bold room, WhiteDot has chosen to go
with a narrow palette of deep green, black,
and gold with a few contrasting spots of deep
red. Many of the furniture pieces are quite luxurious, yet still comfortable.
The pieces might be different styles, but
this acts as conceptual glue in the design.
The overall effect is more inviting than a traditional luxurious room as the less expensive pieces make the room approachable and
invite you to come and take a seat.
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Though none of the pieces in saywhat’s
design are East Asian, the room has a strong
East Asian vibe. This effect is accomplished by
colors and materials and a lightness of shapes
we associate with that area of the world. The
big palms help create the illusion of a villa in
Thailand. The Rococo wall also lends an air of
luxury to the design while the modern desk
and 1950s chair make sure the room is a functional room.

SweetCaffeine
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While SweetCaffeine’s luxurious bedroom
is brimming with colors and details, the big
pieces, a solid wall and the strict color palette save it from being overwhelming. Instead,
the effect is one of decadence, a strong personality and intimacy, that at the same time
makes you want to explore and snuggle up
in the bed.

Green-Girl
In this blue and white dining room Green-Girl
has used one of the clever tricks one can use
in an eclectic room - she has tied everything
together by pallet and backed the pallet up
with her choice of wallpaper. While nothing in
the room is really the same style, the matching color disguises that and creates a cohesive room. The accents of natural wood and
wicker warms an otherwise cold room and
makes it inviting.

The secret to charmzie’s blue living room is the
clean backdrop against which everything is
set. While most pieces in the room have texture, the walls are a light, flat blue that lets
everything rest on it. This calms the room and
provide a blank canvas for everything else.
The light blue also makes the nearly-black
marine blue work flawlessly even on the very
big sofa which could so easily have been too
heavy for the room. The light shade also lets
the yellow, black and white pop and create
much more interest than would otherwise
have been possible. Because the style also
calls for strong pieces, this makes the importance of a quiet backdrop paramount.
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charmzie

Control the Camera
LadySpider’s Photography Tips

“I’ve been asked several times
about my picture taking, so I
thought it might be useful
to share some common
composition tips with examples.
What makes a good picture?
This is the question I’ve asked
myself numerous times. And
I still do, every time I see
a picture to die for, which
happens pretty often. ”
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Is it the creator’s peculiar style and decoration skill, or composition, or editing? Is it the
story behind the scene? A special «mood» that
makes your imagination and fantasy go wild?
I’m pretty sure that the combination of the
things listed above makes a truly breathtaking picture.
Ansel Adams, a great photographer, once
said: «There are always two people in every
picture: the photographer and the viewer».
Once you take a photo or make a screenshot,
you aim at two things: to present your work,
and to appeal to the viewer.
The tips below are just my thoughts about
composition. This is an attempt to sum up
some aspects of my own experience (and not
just mine, tbh), both in simming and in real
life. Probably, it will come in handy.

Composition Tips
1. Keep it simple
Simple photos are always a win. The setting
may be beautiful, full of details. You as the
creator know where the focus of your picture is. In simple terms, your eye picks out
the right details and subjects of interest. However, the viewer should be given the key to
the photo, otherwise they might just see a
cluttered, messy image. Say, the “heart” of the
living room you’ve decorated is a sofa. Zoom
in, make a screenshot and let the rest of the
room be a beautiful background.
2. The beauty of symmetry
Choose the focus of your picture, the eyecatcher, and place it right in the center of the
picture you are taking. It’s a classic.

3. Break the rules – add the tension to the
scene
While the subjects of interest placed right in
the middle of the picture is a win, it might be
a win-win if you just break this rule. Add tension to the scene – let the subject of interest
be left or right of center.
4. Viewpoint
Experiment with the viewpoint. You can just
shoot from eye level, but why not photograph
from high above, down at ground level, from
the side, from the back, from a long way away,
from very close up, and so on? Only your
imagination is the limit, so experiment!
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5. Add depth. By all means
Well, of course, in our interior shots we use
objects both in the foreground and the background. Overlapping is a very useful trick, too.
You can obscure one object with another. Just
remember to blur the right details depending
on the focus of your picture.

8.

6. Frame it!
You can take picture of your room from the
hall, or from another room. Thus, your picture
will be “framed” by an archway. Just like this,
trees can make a perfect frame for the house
you’ve built. The so called “frame” can draw
the viewer’s eye to the subject of interest.
7. Take a great shot –then crop it!
Sometimes the focus of your picture is lost in
other details. This point overlaps with the first
point. If you cannot zoom in, then crop, crop
tight around the subject.

8. Background
Sometimes (especially in close-ups) you
just need to blur the background so that it
wouldn’t draw the viewer’s attention from the
main thing.

9. Add some colour
Focus on some bright, colourful details, especially while taking pictures of a monochrome
or minimalistic interior.
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1.

Editing tips

That’s it. I’m lazy bones, I know. Now all the
magic is revealed and gone. Oh, I almost forSo… Firstly, I was asked to show my “before got. I also blur some parts of the image to add
& after” pictures. Here they are.
depth. That’s what I do.
Secondly, I was asked how I edit them. Here’s
a wee “how to”.
I use Photoshop CS6 and a Plug-In called
Nik Color Efex Pro 4.0. What you see in my
pics is just the plug-in’s work.
1. I start with tweaking the Contrast Color
Range: I change Color and usually set
Brightness to 10. Sometimes I add Contrast
and set it to 30-35.
2. I open the Cross Processing menu and usually use just one option: C01 set to 15 - 30
depending on the desired effect.
3. I tweak Darken/Lighten Center.
4. (Optional) Sometimes I use the Colorize
menu to achieve the faded look.

2.

3.

Article by macthekat
Photographs by Zingaro, Enla, Eronoel, gooseberry & riekus13

A number of sims couples just moved into
the city, but their apartment building doesn’t
have a garden which they are missing horribly.
Luckily the building has a large rooftop
terrace which can be converted. We asked
the community for help. And they created
amazing getaways on top of the boring
apartment building as well as decorating
the apartments. We provided the apartment
building and the sims, and the community
responded with some amazing builds.
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Zingaro

Enla
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Enla
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Eronoel
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gooseberry

riekus13
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DOTY 2016 - Enla
DOTY is back! For many years the annual Designer
of the Year contest hosted by BlackPearlSims
was a highlight of the simming year. When
BlackPearlSims closed down and re‑opened as
SimPearls, many of us were crossing our fingers
that DOTY would not fall by the wayside.
And we couldn’t have been more delighted
with this year’s competition. A full slate of
talented competitors were challenged in new
and creative ways as they decorated rooms with
various themes and design styles. In the end,
there can only be one DOTY though. And this
year that designer is none other than long-time
LivingSims forum member, Enla.
Congratulations!
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At HomeWith...
Article by: LadySpider & Plama_chan
Photographs by: LadySpider

But with every new end there
is also a new beginning. So
here we are, standing on the
doorstep of the lovely beach
home of Natalia Chester, who
will tell us all about her recent
trips, the new photo book she
released and how the aspiring
photographer feels every time
she comes home after the
countless days spent abroad.
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Once again a season has
passed. Here you are, standing
on the beach, feeling the
slightly colder breeze touch
your cheeks and you can’t
help but feel a bit nostalgic
about all the time that has
passed by without you even
realizing it.
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It is early morning , and we are greeted by the
lovely smell of coffee and homemade cookies. Once through the door, we are led to a
breakfast nook where the table is set just for
us. Talk about hospitality. Natalia is passing
down cups filled with smooth black happiness, and we already feel right at home.
It’s clear by the faces of the crew that we
are thinking the same thing: if only all of our
early mornings started this way.
Living Sims: You have a lovely home. Thank
you for inviting us.
Natalia: Thank you so much for coming, and
you are very welcome. Whenever I am home
I love having guests over.
Living Sims: And with a schedule as busy as
yours, we imagine it is good to be home.

Natalia: It sure is. It’s really important for me
that every time I open the door, I can feel at
home right away. And I do feel at home here,
more than anywhere else.
Just looking around us it is not hard to see
why. The earthy tones. The natural materials.
The lighting. The sound of the waves outside.
We can’t help but feel warm and cozy.
Living Sims: Did you design the place
yourself?
Natalia: Mostly, but I have to admit I had
some help. A friend of mine is a professional
contractor, and he helped me a lot with
the choice of colors and materials. I knew
in my head how I wanted my home to look
but I knew nothing about how to actually
turn my ideas into reality. His insight helped
quite a lot.

Living Sims: Was this particular style something you were aiming for?
Natalia: Not really. I think it happened by
accident; and, to be honest, I am not sure
how to describe it exactly. Not shabby, but
not too beachy as well. Maybe a mesh of
country and modern?

“I knew in my head how
I wanted my home to
look... not shabby, but
not too beachy as well.”

We look around. We know there is no bigger
critic than the artist herself, but we just can’t
agree with her words since the photography,
much like the home of its creator, feels warm
and may be a little bit nostalgic.
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Living Sims: You said you want to inspire people. What kind of inspiration do you get looking at your own pictures?
Natalia: Well, the pictures that are here... when
looking at them, they mostly tell me that I can
do better. And that I should strive to be even
better at what I am doing.
Living Sims: Tell us about your new photo
book. We understand its them is old homes.
Natalia: Yes, it is. I was on a trip around Europe,
and I accidentally passed through this old village. I was simply amazed.
All the buildings were just standing there.
Like a piece of memory the world just forgot
about. As little as it may be, all those old buildings can still tell us so many stories that it will
be sad if they are just left to ruin.
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Living Sims: And we couldn’t help but notice
that much of your own photography is around
the house. It blends so well with the overall
feeling and style of the interior.
Natalia: Thank you, I think so, too. For me,
photography is a hobby as much as it is a profession. When I take a picture, I want it to be
more than just a piece of art. I want it to have
a clear story, be a memory and have some
sort of message. I want it to inspire the people
who see it. But I have to admit, many of the
pictures I have on display here could hardly
be called my best works.

Living Sims: Is this why you choose to go with
“Every human has a
black and white colors?
different feel for colors,
Natalia: Color is a misleading concept anyway.
but black and white are
Every human has a different feel for colors, but
the same for everyone.”
black and white are the same for everyone.
Plus, if you look close enough you can still
feel so much even if you don’t see the colors. Living Sims: Sounds like a really extensive
and interesting project. But now, when all of
Living Sims: How many months did you travel that is said and done, what is next? Have you
around Europe? Which countries did you visit? thought about that?
Natalia: I was abroad for more than half a year. Natalia: I lived and breathed this project for so
And I tried to visit more of the smaller coun- long that for now I am not really sure. I think
tries like Macedonia, Albania, Croatia, Mon- maybe I will get some rest.
tenegro and also Switzerland. Bulgaria was Though, at the moment the sunsets around
especially interesting because their country- this area are really intense. Ever since I got
side is filled with so called “empty villages.” back, I have been staring at the sky on the
beach a lot. So maybe my next project will
have something to do with that. I don’t really
know. Yet. But the unknown can be interesting as well.

That last revelation came with a little smirk.
Well.,we can’t expect her to tell us all of her
secrets. But as we head back to the car and
take one last look at the scenery, we have to
agree with everything she said. After all, who
wouldn’t want to take a picture of this view?
The blue sky, the white sands, the almost
dark waves and the small cottage cuddled
between them. You simply can’t get any more
ideal than this.

“I’ve lived and breathed
this project for so long...I
think maybe I will get
some rest.”
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